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bollywood too has got into the act with raman raghav 2.0 and is releasing on july 9. while it is being
marketed as a comedy, it is actually a thriller with nawazuddin siddiqui playing the role of a psychopath who
kills more than 60 people across mumbai and delhi. the film also stars paresh rawal as his sidekick. the
release is timed for the festival season. shooting of ‘raman raghav 2.0’ began on april 20, 2016 and the film
is set to release on july 9, 2017. the original film, directed by anurag kashyap and co-written by him and
vikramaditya motwane, was released on january 7, 2015. it starred nawazuddin siddiqui, irrfan khan,
taapsee pannu and kaushik ganguly in the lead roles. nawazuddin siddiqui’s roles in ‘raman raghav 2.0’, ‘d
for the dead’ and ‘pm narendra modi’ have been well-received. he plays a police officer, a psychopathic
serial killer and prime minister narendra modi, respectively. nawazuddin was seen on the cover of the april
2016 edition of vogue india in which he was seen as a psychopathic serial killer, and the cover was on a
bike. he was also featured on the cover of vogue australia in the same year, in which he was pictured on a
bike. the movie has been directed by kashyap and written by the writer-director duo of himanshu kumar
arora and nandini redkar. the music is composed by anu malik. this is kashyap’s first film as a director and
also the first time he has handled a screenplay. the film released on 13th july, 2017. the trailer of raman
raghav 2.0 has garnered a whopping 4.9 stars out of 5 on the review aggregator website rotten tomatoes,
with the critics’ consensus that reads “kashyap’s seductive, carnival mystery film is a beautifully
constructed story of voyeurism and obsession.”
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